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Microsoft SharePoint 2016 Keyboard Shortcuts For Windows (Shortcut Matters)CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	This browser-based collaboration and document management platform developed by Microsoft Corporation can be made livelier by a user depending on the person’s level of acquaintanceship with the platform. You have to liven up yours so that people around you can ask you “how come?” To achieve this, you have to learn to use...
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The New Shop Class: Getting Started with 3D Printing, Arduino, and Wearable TechApress, 2015

	The New Shop Class connects the worlds of the maker and hacker with that of the scientist and engineer. If you are a parent or educator or a budding maker yourself, and you feel overwhelmed with all of the possible technologies, this book will get you started with clear discussions of what open source technologies like 3D printers,...
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Getting Started with Flex 4Adobe Developer Library, 2010

	
		
			Discover what's possible with the latest version of Flash Builder and Flex. This hands-on guide helps you dive into the Adobe Flash Platform: through a series of quick step-by-step tutorials, you'll learn the process of building, debugging, and deploying a complete Rich Internet Application with Flex 4. Each...
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Developing Bots with Microsoft Bots Framework: Create Intelligent Bots using MS Bot Framework and Azure Cognitive ServicesApress, 2017

	
		Develop Intelligent Bots using Microsoft Bot framework (C# and Node.js), Visual Studio Enterprise & Code, Microsoft Azure and Cognitive Services. This book shows you how to develop great Bots, publish to Azure and register with Bot portal so that customers can connect and communicate using famous communication channels...
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JasperReports: Reporting for Java DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2006
JasperReports is the world's most popular embeddable Java open source reporting library, providing Java developers with the power to easily create rich print and web reports. This book shows you exactly how to get started, and develop the skills to get the most from JasperReports. The book steers you through each point of report setup, to creating,...
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Korea's Online Gaming EmpireMIT Press, 2010

	Too often I hear people say ‘ South Korea ’ and ‘ emerging market ’ in the same
	sentence, ” said Rich Wickham, the global head of Microsoft ’ s Windows games
	business. “ When it comes to gaming, Korea is the developed market, and it ’ s the
	rest of the world that ’ s playing...
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PhoneGap 2.x Mobile Application Development HotshotPackt Publishing, 2013

	Do you want to create mobile apps that run on multiple mobile platforms? With PhoneGap (Apache Cordova), you can put your existing development skills and HTML, CSS, and JavaScript knowledge to great use by creating mobile apps for cross-platform devices.


	"PhoneGap 2.x Mobile Application Development Hotshot" covers the...
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Quantum Variational CalculusSpringer, 2013

	This Brief puts together two subjects, quantum and variational calculi by considering variational problems involving Hahn quantum operators. The main advantage of its results is that they are able to deal with nondifferentiable (even discontinuous) functions, which are important in applications.


	Possible applications in...
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PHP 8 Quick Scripting Reference: A Pocket Guide to PHP Web ScriptingApress, 2020

	
		This pocket reference has been updated with the new PHP 8 release. It is a condensed, code-rich scripting and syntax handbook for the PHP scripting language. You won’t find any technical jargon, bloated samples, drawn-out history lessons or witty stories in this book. What you will find is a web scripting language...
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Faster Smarter Microsoft  Office FrontPage  2003Microsoft Press, 2003
Now you can do the things you do every day with FrontPage 2003—design and  publish Web pages, create rich content, add dynamic features—but do them faster,  smarter, and better. Dive in! This friendly, focused guide shows the best ways  to get a great-looking Web site up and running, so you spend more time doing and  less time...
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Ajax Hacks : Tips & Tools for Creating Responsive Web SitesO'Reilly, 2006
Ajax, the popular term for Asynchronous JavaScript and XML, is one of the most important combinations of technologies for web developers to know these days. With its rich grouping of technologies, Ajax developers can create interactive web applications with XML-based web services, using JavaScript in the browser to process the...
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The Definitive Guide to GrailsApress, 2006
Reviewed and endorsed by Guillaume Laforge and Dierk Koenig of Groovy, The Definitive Guide to Grails, by Grails lead Graeme Rocher, is for anyone looking for a more agile approach to web development with a dynamic scripting language such as Groovy. It will show you the new direction web frameworks are taking and specifically how a dynamic...
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